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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [I] we presented an abstract theory of scattering of systems which 
undergo periodic perturbations. We applied it to the wave equation and to 
Maxwell’s equations under physically realistic boundary conditions. In the 
present paper our purpose is to apply it to a symmetric hyperbolic system 
with several nonvanishing wave speeds. 
We begin in Section 2 by reviewing the axioms of [ 11. This is followed 
by a review of the translation representation for constant-coefficient 
symmetric hyperbolic systems, following Lax and Phillips [S]. In the main 
section 4 we verify the axioms for (i) perturbations in the coefficients or (ii) 
an obstacle with dissipative boundary conditions. 
In case (i) the problem has the form 
2 = ,;, A,(% f) g + C(x, t) u, 
’ , 
where A,(x, I) are hermitian matrices, Ai(x, t) = A: and C= 0 outside a 
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fixed sphere, the free system has no zero speeds, and A, and C have 
period T. 
In case (ii) the coefficients Aj are constant in the exterior of a moving 
body and the solutions satisfy dissipative boundary conditions. 
In Section 5 we describe the results of the abstract theory applied to 
these situations. In both cases it is possible to define the Lax-Phillips 
localized evolution operator Z(t, t’) and to determine the form of the 
scattering amplitude. If singularities are not trapped, there are scattering 
frequencies and asymptotic near-field expansions in terms of residues at the 
associated poles. 
2. THE ABSTRACT THEORY 
Let U,(t) be a one-parameter group of unitary operators on a Hilbert 
space H which possesses a translation representation. This means there is a 
unitary operator H -+ L’(lR, N), denoted f +J’#, where N is an auxiliary 
Hilbert space, such that 
Here f”(s) takes values in N and 
This is called the free system. The incoming and outgoing subspaces are 
defined as 
D"={fEH:f#(s)=O for .s<il} 
and E” the same with the inequality reversed. (In the notation of [S], 
D” = D”, and E” = D I”.) (To treat Maxwell’s equations we used more 
general axioms in [ 11, namely, that U,(t) be defined on a larger space F 
and that its restriction to H have a translation representation.) 
The perturbed system is introduced as follows. Let H(t) be a family of 
closed subspaces of H. For t 2 t’, let U(t, t’) be a family of bounded linear 
operators U(t, t’): H(t’) -+ H(t) such that 
(i) U(t, t’) U(t’, 1”) = U(t, f”) for t” < t’ < t. 
(ii) U(t, t) = I on H(t). 
(iii) U(t, t’) H( t’) f is continuous in (t, t’) with values in H. 
(iv) There is a time T, the “period”, such that 
H(t+T)=H(t) for all t 
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and 
U(t + T, t’ f T) = U(t, t’) for all t’ 6 t. 
The free system and the perturbed system are related as follows. There is 
a p>O such that 
P+E “CN(f) for all 2. 
The difference U(t, t’) - Uo(t - t’) is defined on H(t’) for t 3 t’ and assumed 
to satisfy the following axioms: 
(PI) The kernel of U(t, t’)- u,,(t-f’) contains E-“+“-‘+ Dp. 
(P2) The image of U( t, f’) - U,( t - t’) is contained in D-Q n E” + ‘- “. 
Within this abstract framework, it is shown in [l] that it is possible to 
define the Lax-Phillips local evolution operator Z(r, I’). Furthermore, 
exp(iaT) is an eigenvalue of Z( T, 0) if and only if there exists a perturbed 
orbit u(t) = u(t, t’) u( t’) for z 2 t’ such that u(t) is outgoing in the 
appropriate sense, and exp( - i~t) u(t) has period T (Theorem 3.4). The 
complex numbers cr satisfying this condition are the scattering frequencies 
of the problem. An abstract scattering amplitude &a’, a) of incident and 
reflected frequencies 0 and C’ is defined and is shown to have the form 
(Theorem 4.2) 
R(a’, ~)=CA,(o)G(o’-o-mv), v = 21-t/T, (4) 
where for each (T, A,(o) E Y(N), the space of bounded linear operators 
on N. Under the additional assumption that A + (AZ- Z(T, 0)) ’ is 
meromorphic, the coefficients A,,,(a) are also meromorphic with values in 
Y(N) and with poles only at the scattering frequencies. Furthermore, a 
class of perturbed orbits u(t) have a “near-field” asymptotic expansion 
(Theorem 5.1) 
u(t) -C e’“i’pj(t), (5) 
where C, are scattering frequencies and p, have period T in t. For details 
and further results the reader is referred to [ 11. 
3. THE FREE TRANSLATION REPRESENTATION 
The free group u/,(r) is associated with the symmetric hyperbolic system 
a+- c ga+=o 
r= 1 
(6) 
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defined for functions u(x, t): Iw” x Iw + CP, n odd, n 2 3 and p even. Each A! 
is a constant p xp Hermitian matrix. We assume that the matrix 
‘4O(<)= .f <;Ay is nonsingular for < E I%“, 4 # 0. 
I=1 
Let H = L2( IWn)” with the usual norm 
For f’~ H, there is a unique solution u of (6) in the sense of distributions 
with u(x, 0) =f(x). The mapping f + u( ., t) defines a unitary group 
U,(t): H-P H. The speeds of propagation of the system (6) are the eigen- 
values ~~(4) of the Hermitian matrix -A’(<). By assumption zero is not an 
eigenvalue and the number of positive eigenvalues must equal the number 
of negative eigenvalues. We label the positive ones in decreasing order 
2,(4)>,r2(5)>, ... >r,J4)>0 and set z-~,(l)= -r,(t). The minimum 
speed of propagation is denoted by 
Let y,(t) denote the normalized eigenvectors associated with r,(t), 
1 < [jl < p/2. They may be chosen to be measurable functions such that 
ri([)=r ,( -5). (For details, see [S].) 
Let N = L*( S” - ‘)P/2, where s” ’ is the unit sphere in KY. The translation 
representation mapping H onto L’(Iw, N) is defined as follows. For 
.f’ E C,; ( Wn)p, let 
Fx!f(s, w) = (27-r) “I ““2 s ,.,,,J(-y)dsyt 
be its Radon transform as a function of s E Iw and w  E s” ‘. Let 
k,(s, co) = a:,” Iv2 A?f(s, u). r,(w) 
and 
f#(S, 0) = F Jq) k,(STi(U), 0) r,(u). 
j=l 
The Radon transform 9% H --) L2(Iw x S”P’)p has range comprising the 
even or odd functions, depending on the parity of (n - 1)/2. Hence the map 
,f -+ (k, ,..., k,,,J is unitary from H onto L2( [w, N) and so is the map f -+ f ‘. 
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Furthermore, the solution can be recovered by the formula 
=(Znr) (!I- II2 F j (-?,)I” ” ? k,(s u - T,(U) t, w) r,(u) du. 
,= , IW I 
(7 
The outgoing and incoming subspaces are given explicitly as 
D"= 1.f'~ H: U,(f)f'=O in 1x( <(a + t)ci, (8 
E”=(,~~H:U~(t)f’=Oin(sJd -(a+t)c}. (9) 
Indeed if ,f~ D" n C,; , then f’“(.r, to) =O for s< a which means that 
k,(s, w) = 0 for s < r,(w) a. Since r,(o) 2 c, x. 0 - r,(w) t < ~~(0) a for (XI < 
c(a + t). Thus by (7), U,(t) ,j’= 0 for 1x1 d c(a + t) which implies that D" is 
included in the right member of (8). The inclusion of E" in the right mem- 
ber of (9) is proved in a similar fashion. For the purposes of this paper we 
only need these inclusions. Proving the equality in (8) and (9) is more dif- 
ficult and we refer to [S, p. 1861, for the proof. Finally we note that 
j,f‘~ H:f‘= 0 for lx(>ca~.cD “nE”. 
In fact, for such an J; we have .JRf’(s, o) = 0 for (sj > cu and the same for 
k,(s, w). Hence ,f#(s, w)=O for 1.~1 > a from its definition. This means 
fED l’n E”. 
4. THE PERTURBED SYSTEM 
First, we consider a perturbation in the coefficients. The perturbed 
system is (1) where A,(x, t) ,..., A,,(x, t), and C(x, t) are p x p matrices 
depending in a C’ manner on x, r (x E EY). There is a number p > 0 so that 
A;(& t) = A? and C(x, t)=O for Is/ > cp, 
where the A: satisfy the conditions of the preceding section and c is the 
minimum speed of the free system (6). Furthermore we assume there is a 
constant T so that 
A,(& t + T) = A;(X, i) and C(x, t+ T)= C(x, t). 
We take H(r) = H= L2( R”)p. It is a well-known theorem of Friedrichs 
that the solution of (1) gives rise to a two-parameter family of evolution 
operators U(t, 1’): H + H (see Kato [3]) which satisfies (i)(iv) of Sec- 
tion 2. The main axioms to verify in the abstract theory are (Pl) and (P2). 
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To verify (Pl), let fe D”. By (8) U,(t- t’) f vanishes in 1x1 <cp + 
c( t - t’). Therefore U,(t - t’) f satisfies Eq. (1) for t b t’. By uniqueness 
U,(t - t’).f = U(t, t’)J This means D”cker[U(t, t’)- U,(r-r’)]. 
Similarly, if f E E -~ P ~~ ’ + “, then Uo(s - t’) ,f vanishes in the set (I] < cp if 
t’ < s < t. Thus U,(s - t’) f is a solution of the perturbed Eq. (1) in this set, 
whence E P ~- I+ 1’ c ker[U(t, t’)- U,(t, t’)]. 
As for (P2), let g 6 H and u(t) = U( t, t’) g. For the moment assume 
g E H’(W) so that u is continuous with values in H’( R”). Then for r’ < t, u 
satisfies the inhomogeneous equation 
a+- i Ayax,u=q, 
,=I 
(10) 
where q(x, t) = C:=, (A;(x, t) - A:) a,u + C(x, t) u is continuous with 




Since q(t)eEL’nDPP the integrand U,(t-z) q(T)EE”+’ rnDPL’+‘mr~ 
p+r -1’ nD”, t’<r<t. Consequently u(r)-U,(t-t’) gclYffP”nD I’ 
which shows that (P2) is satisfied when g E H’(W). Since H’(R”) is dense 
in H = L*( IR’), and U(t, t’) - U,(t, t’) is a bounded operator on H, it 
follows that Image[ U(t, t’) - U,(t - t’)] c Et’+‘-” n D -“. Thus (P2) is 
satisfied. 
Next, we turn to our second example, that of a moving body. We begin 
by defining the exterior region. Let Q be an open set in IX”+’ with smooth 
time-like boundary C. “Time-like” means that the unit normal v = (v,, vt) 
satisfies 
(‘Iv,1 < IVYI on C, 
where c is the minimum speed of the free equation (6). We assume that 
there is a p > 0 such that 
Q = ((x, f): I4 2 CP}. 
The exterior domain at a fixed time t is Q(t) = (x: (x, t) E Q}. Finally we 
assume the periodicity: 
G?(t) = Q(t + T) for all t. 
The boundary conditions are defined by a family of subspaces B(x, t) of 
Cp which 
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(i) depend smoothly on (x, t) E C; 
(ii) are maximal dissipative for the operator 
c v, A; - I,, I, 11,. = (v, )..., \),I) 
(iii) are periodic: B(x, f) = B(.u, t + 7). 
We consider the boundary value problem 
C?,U- i Aj’(:,.,u=O in Q, 
,=I (12) 
u(x, 2) E B(x, 1) on C. 
Let H= Lz(Iw’7)p and U(r)= L’(S?(t))“. We claim that the solutions of 
(12) generate a two-parameter family of evolution operators 
U(r, t’): H(f) ---f H(r). This is proved most conveniently in the manner of 
[2] by localizing to neighborhoods of the boundary and mapping to a half 
space w with a mapping of the form (y, t) = (4(x, 0, 1). In the (y, t) coor- 
dinates ( 12) becomes 
where J’-++(J’, 1) is the inverse of x-t&,~,t) and d;(y, t)=~,(@,/c3x,)A~- 
(&j,/?f) I. If G denotes the normal to the stationary boundary, c, = 0, it is 
easy to verify that B is a maximal dissipative subspace for C 3,6,. The 
existence and uniqueness of solutions of (12-) which are continuous with 
values in L’(a) follows from the results of Massey and Rauch [4]. To con- 
struct the global solutions of (12) we use the method of [2]. 
The axioms (Pl ) and (P2) are easily verified as before. It is obvious that 
H(r) 3 DO n E I’. Indeed, for (P2), we proceed as in our first example. Let 
Q,.= {(x,f)~Q: d((x,r),C)>~} and x~EC~(~W”+‘) with xc=1 on Q,:, 
x, = 0 on KY’+ ’ \Q. Let g E C$(n(t’)) and set U(S) = U(s, t’) g. Then 1’ = xi;u 
satisfies (10) with q = 0 for 1.~1 3 c’p + F. Consequently 
for each E>O. As ~10, X,u(t)+u(t) and x,g+g in L2([w”). Since D-On 
E P+t-f=n,:>,[D (,-“,E”+‘:+‘-“I, we conclude that u(t) - Uo(t - f’) E 
D “nEEP+r ~1’ 
+* 
R(d, to’; 0, 0) = 1 a,,,(o’, CT, w) 6(a’ - (g + mv)), 
,,, = 7 
where v = 27r/T is the frequency of motion and G -+ a,,(~‘, c, 0.1) is 
meromorphic with values in L’(s” I x S” ‘; Y). 9 = 5!([wP’2) is the space 
of linear transformations on [wP”. 
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5. APPLICATION OF THE ABSTRACT THEORY 
We interpret the abstract formulas (4) and (5) in the context of the 
examples considered in Section 4. We assume that singularities are not 
trapped in the examples of Section 4. That is, there is a constant I> 0 such 
that if ,f(x) E H(t’) is C” for (xl > 4p, then u(t) = ti(t, r’) J‘ is C” in 
{Ix/ > 4p, t > I’ + I}. Under this assumption we prove in [ 11 that for some 
integer II > 0, the operator Z(nT, 0) = Z( T, 0)’ is compact, and hence that 
A + [3.1- Z( T, 0)] ~’ is meromorphic. Hence both examples (i) and (ii) 
have scattering frequencies G,,,, in the complex plane where 
and 
fl,.d = (T, + dv, v=2n/T and d=O,f1,+2 . . . . . 
0 d Re CT, < v = 27-c/T, 
-k<Ima,~Im0,< .... 
The abstract scattering amplitude (4) is a function of incident frequency 
and direction (G, w) and reflected frequency and direction (a’, ~1’). It is a 
tempered distribution in 1” = (T’ - CJ for i. real given by 
The near field expansion (5) is valid for solutions u of either (1) or (12) 
such that for t < 0, u(t) = u (t) where u is a free solution with u (0) = 
f EH, andj’#EC;(RxS” ‘). In this case 
u(x, t)- i c,ei~~~p,(x’ t) (13) 
,=I 
as t + co, as measured in Lf,,(Iw”). For each j, oj is a scattering frequency 
and exp(ia,t) p,(x, f) is an outgoing solution of either (1) or (12) such that 
t + p(x, t) is periodic or pseudo-periodic with period (pseudo period) T. 
The compactness of Z(nT, 0) implies that there are at most a finite number 
of the CJ, with Im o,<O. Therefore iff” satisfies a finite number of linear 
conditions, all the terms in ( 13) will have Im cr, > 0. In this case we say ,f ” 
is a scattering state because u(t) --) 0 in ,!&( l&Y) and there is a free solution 
24+(t) of finite L’ norm such that u(l)--u+(t)+0 in L2(Iw’*). 
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